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PROGRAM

Welcome and Introductions
Jerry L. Hodges
Kevin L. Peterson

Awards Presentation
Clayton Reid
Mark Harris
Carlton Speck
Joseph Sentile
Jerry L. Hodges

CHAPTER AWARDS

Outstanding Large Chapter
Robert A. Baran

Outstanding Large Joint Chapter
Peter Maguire

Outstanding Chapter of Germany
J.A. Alan Osborne

SOCIETY DISTINGUISHED LECTURERS

Ajit Kumar Chiplalpanayya
Michael C. Ferris
Calif. A. Ferreira

INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS MAGAZINE PRIZE ARTICLE AWARD

"Distributed Generation"
March/April 2002
Rajat C. Dugan and Thomas E. McDermott

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON POWER ELECTRONICS

SOCIETY TRANSACTIONS PRIZE PAPER AWARDS

First Prize
A Saturating Lumped-Parameter Model for an Interior PM Synchronous Machine
Edward C. Landis, Thomas M. John, and Jeffrey H. Lang
May/June 2002, Nominated by the Electric Machines Committee

Second Prize
Drift Velocity of Mixed Particle Estimated From Fractional Efficiency Measurements in a Laboratory-Sized Electric Motor
Laurent C. Dement, Pierre Avedo, Didier Blanchard, and Pierre Notargiacomo
May/June 2002, Nominated by the Electric Machines Committee

Third Prize
A new Characteristics-Variable Two-Input/Output Filter in D-Module: Design, Realizations, and Equivalence
Shige Shiomoto
September/October 2002, Nominated by the Industrial Drives Committee

Honorable Mention
DC Traction Power System Grounding
Den Freal
May/June 2002, Nominated by the Power Systems Protection Committee

STUDENT PAPER PRIZE AWARDS

First Prize
Microwave Imaging System (Mouser)
Mohamed A. Abou-Khousa, Mohammed Sanad Rashid Ali-Shukri, Faizal Saeed Bin Hamid, and Khalid Ahmed Almusawi
Osman Karam and Abdon Manous from the American University of Sharjah
Academic Advisor: Dr. Naser Oudhoudi

Second Prize
PD Biological Heater Controller
Grant Pohl from Cornell University
Academic Advisor: Bruce Land

Third Prize
A Method and System for Software Price Persuasion Using Computer Information Validation and Emotional Memory Key
G. Kofan Samoblicak, R. Gupta from Thayer College of Engineering
Academic Advisor: Professor N. Komaraj
Awards Presentation (Mark Harris, IAS Chapters & Membership Department Chair and Peter Magyar)

Awards Presentation (Mark Harris, IAS Chapters & Membership Department Chair and Clayton H. Reid, IAS Awards Chair and Peter Magyar)
(from left to right: Mr. H. Ikeda, IEEE Fellow, Mr. C.A. Ferreira, IAS Past President, Ms. D. Ferreira, Prof. Dr. J. Hudgins, IAS President 2003, Ms. M. Magyar, P.Magyar)

(from left to right: P.Magyar, Mr. C.A. Ferreira, IAS Past President, Mr. M. Harris, IAS Chapters & Membership Department Chair, Prof. R.W. De Doncker)
(from left to right: Mr. C.A.Ferreira, IAS Past President, P.Magyar, Mr. M.Harris, IAS Chapters & Membership Department Chair)

Last but not least: The Award!